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MIN OF JUSTICE ERIC DUPONDMORETI VISIT COURTHOUSE OF ROUEN OVER
FAMILY VIOLENCE 
AFTER THE MERIGNAC DRAMA IMMOLATION

Paris, Washington DC, 08.05.2021, 01:16 Time

USPA NEWS - The French Minister of Justice Eric Dupond Moretti today went to the Tribunal of Rouen the day after the tragedy of
Merignac (close to Bordeaux)which took place yesterday. Indeed he spoke in front of a small group of journalists, in particular about
the terrible murder of the young woman of 31 years, Chahinez, B. and mother of three children, who was burned alive Tuesday by her
husband in Merignac, in the Bordeaux agglomeration. The immolation of Chahinez B., who was burnt alive on Tuesday, May 4 is the
thirty-ninth « feminicide » (Female Homicide) in France, since the beginning of the year 2021 Her murderous husband had been
convicted several times, before stopping to act, despite the many death threats he had made, according to testimonies from
neighbors. This drama moved France and the Interior Ministers Gerald Darmanin promised "after s; entered yesterday on the scene in
front of the sells of the apartment of Chahinez, while Minister Delegate for the equality of Men / Women, Marlene Schiappa, she said:
« It is not acceptable for a woman to die burned alive in the middle of the street in Merignac in France in 2021. This inspection mission
will help us to clarify the case.

The French Minister of Justice Eric Dupond Moretti today went to the Tribunal of Rouen the day after the tragedy of Merignac (close to
Bordeaux)which took place yesterday. Indeed he spoke in front of a small group of journalists, in particular about the terrible murder of
the young woman of 31 years, Chahinez, B. and mother of three children, who was burned alive Tuesday by her husband in Merignac,
in the Bordeaux agglomeration. The immolation of Chahinez B., who was burnt alive on Tuesday, May 4 is the thirty-ninth
« feminicide » (Female Homicide) in France, since the beginning of the year 2021
Her murderous husband had been convicted several times, before stopping to act, despite the many death threats he had made,
according to testimonies from neighbors.
This drama moved France and the Interior Ministers Gerald Darmanin promised "after s; entered yesterday on the scene in front of the
sells of the apartment of Chahinez, while Minister Delegate for the equality of Men / Women, Marlene Schiappa, she said: « It is not
acceptable for a woman to die burned alive in the middle of the street in Merignac in France in 2021. This inspection mission will help
us to see the situation clearly. »
The media as well as political and civil voices have risen to denounce the failure of justice. The Minister of Justice, Eric Dupond
Moretti then, together with the Minister of the Interior launched an investigation by the Inspectorate of Justice to shed light on this
tragedy, (because the murderer before had already been convicted and a repeat offender) in order to to "verify the terms of
implementation of the probationary suspension measure to which the defendant has been the subject", "examine whether this support
has been correctly carried out and followed" and "analyze the follow-up reserved for the complaint of March 16, 2021 filed by the victim
", This general inspection of the administration and justice was seized by the three ministers of the Interior, Gerald Darmanin, of justice
Eric Dupond-Moretti, and of the equality Men / women, Marlène Schiappa This joint inspection of three ministers is exceptional given
the seriousness of the facts and the recidivism of the murderous husband, leading to this drama having occurred despite the filing of
the victim's complaint on March 16, 2021.. Source: Ministry of Justice.

MIN OF JUSTICE ERIC DUPOND MORETTI WENT TO COURTHOUSE OF ROUEN FOR THEIR "GOOD PRACTICES" AGAINST
VIOLENCE TO WOMEN-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuesday, May 4, a woman was killed in
Mérignac (Gironde) by her husband known for acts of violence: he had been imprisoned in 2020 and a new complaint had been filed
by the victim in March 2021 after a new assault. It is, of course, with this “heinous crime“� in mind that the Minister of Justice Eric
Dupond-Moretti organized his sudden trip to Rouen, Friday, May 7, 2021. “A crime that reminds us that the fight against violence to
women requires constant vigilance, “�he commented, leaving the courthouse where he was presented with the operation of support
and care for victims - but also the perpetrators - in the region. A court presented as "exemplary" by the Keeper of the Seals, listening to
the operation of the device: three magistrates referent for domestic violence, an alert system of the prosecution before the release of
the author to ensure follow-up, work on feedback, more fluid communication between institutions to "avoid the loss of information on
risk profiles" ... Without forgetting the anti-reconciliation bracelets - which are not, for the moment, used - and the Grave danger
telephones (1,300 deployed in France out of the 1,800 available) and, above all, a care center dedicated to the perpetrators of
violence. "I am not going to pretend to find out what you are doing here", congratulates Eric Dupond-Moretti, noting the involvement of
the prosecution and local institutions.



"NO RISK DOES NOT EXITS" STATED ERIC DUPOND MORETTUT MINSITER OF JUSTICE------------------------------
" No risk does not exist " Eric Dupond Moretti the Minister fo Justice said. Why not then duplicate the Normandie's principles to other
regions? "But since my arrival at the Chancellery, I have made sure that the good practices are known by all, guarantees the minister,
at the end of the visit. We have set up a "Google of good practices" for the prosecution. Either way, but in the meantime the drama has
occurred: "Zero risk does not exist. And, despite the emotion that grips us, think that you never have the number of feminicides that
have been avoided ... "There is no question, however, of discarding:" Of course, we would like there to be no more. homicide. It is not
possible but we can tend towards ... Now, the inspection which has been requested in the context of the Mérignac affair must allow us
to know exactly, precisely whether the judicial institution has failed or not: if it 'is the case, I wouldn't have a trembling hand. "In
Gironde, the alleged perpetrator was followed and was subject to an obligation of care.

"I WILL NOT HAVE A SHAKING HAND" DECLARED THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE ERIC DUPOND MORETTI-------
The Minister of Justice, Eric Dupond Moretti told the press, at the end of his visit to Court Hosueof Rouen, recalling the drama of
Merignac, namely, 'live immolation of Chahinez", who happens to be the 39th victim since early 2021, and who succumbs at the blows
of her spouse "We all have in mind the heinous crime which took place in Merignac, he reminds us severely that the fight against
violence against women is a constant fight in which we all owe be fully invested. I asked how you know Gerald Darmanin (Minister of
the Interior) and Marlene Schiappa (State Secretary of legality for men and women) that an inspection be carried out, so that we know
exactly, precisely so that we let's be totally invested. IF the judicial institution with regard to my perimeter has failed or not in this
matter, and if it is an affirmative rest, bring I will tell you to handle solemnly that I will not have a trembling hand. I came here today to
Rouen, surrounded by the heads of this jurisdiction, because we practice here what we call "good practices" related of course to this
subject of violence against women. " did he
declared.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In fact, in the face of the controversy, the Ministries of Justice and the Interior and of Gender Equality launched an inspection mission
on Thursday. This mission, which will have to make its first conclusions on May 11, will have to "verify the modalities of implementation
of the probationary suspension of which the defendant has been the subject", "to examine whether this support has been correctly
carried out and monitored "and" analyze the follow-up to the complaint of March 16, 2021 filed by the victim, "detailed the ministries in
a joint statement. Source: Ministry of Justice
See Article: CHAHINEZ BURNED ALIVE BY VIOLENT HUSBAND RECIDIVIST DESPITE FILING A COMPLAINT
ON 4 MAY IN MERIGNAC 39TH FEMINICIDE https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-18645/chahinez-burned-alive-by-violent-husband-
recidivist-despite-filing-a-complaint.html
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